
CGT Spain Everyone into the streets to win back our liberties and 
rights 

 

 Under the slogan “Everyone into the streets to win back our liberties and rights”, CGT 
has convened over a hundred demonstrations, as well as cultural events, talks, concerts and 
exhibitions in the 130th anniversary of this historic date for the international workers´ 
movement. 

This 1st May marks the fourth anniversary of the kidnap and ultimate death of labour 
and social rights that the government and the Troika have carried out by means of the 
freedom-annihilating laws that they have imposed on us: the reform of the Labour Law and of 
the Criminal Code, and the Gag Law, which have continued along the lines of cuts and 
reforms that have been negotiated and implemented from Felipe González´s government to 
this day, with the signature or the silence of the institutional trade unions. 

These aggressions in the realms of both labour and 
social rights have reduced the labour income. As a result of 
it the salaried class has been stolen over eight percentage 
points of all the wealth produced, which go now directly 
into the hands of the oligarchy and the business class 
intensifying the exploitation of the social majority to 
unimaginable limits. Unless we fight with determination 
and strength, the conditions of exploitation will in the end 
become similar to those that the North-American workers 
endured in 1886, when on that 1st May they called for a 
strike to fight for the eight-hour day and were brutally 
repressed. Six anarchists were sentenced to death, but 
those state crimes were the spark that started the workers´ 
fight all over the world. 

These social rights and achievements have been 
taken away from the working classes by the imposition of “flexible” conditions in the 
companies, where the labour conditions, i.e., working hours, roles, salaries, holidays, 
mobility, availability… are managed and dictated unilaterally by capital, as a result of which 
the labour costs, particularly those related to dismissals, are significantly reduced. And if the 
brutality of unjustified dismissals was not enough, capitalists have also benefited from an 
indecent cut in the severance payments.  

They have condemned a generation (or more than one) of young people to 
unemployment (youth unemployment is close to 50%), or to emigration and absolute 
precarity, while forcing us to work until we are 67 to be eligible for a pension. But this is also 
under threat. 

Current pensioners (9,2 million) have already endured what can be justly referred to as a 
politic of expropriation, as their pensions have been frozen or raised by a paltry 0.25 per cent. 
Thanks to the laws that were passed by the PP and PSOE governments with the acquiescence 
of their collaborators, the trade unions of the regime, future pensioners will suffer a 5 to 15 
per cent cut in their pensions. 



They have put at risk the Public Pension System by reducing wages (11,3 million 
workers earn less than  700€ per month), while at the same time companies are exempted 
from paying social taxes below 500€, applying a fixed 100€ tariff instead. They are also 
exempted from paying social taxes for up to 70 per cent in most of the precarious contracts 
(training contracts, apprenticeships, and so on). 

Freedom of speech, the right to rally and to strike have been wiped out by laws such as 
the reform of the Criminal Code, the Gag Law, and the Anti-Jihad Law. Thousands of trade 
unionists, victims of evictions, activists of the different movements defending public services, 
of honest underdog fighters, are being prosecuted, convicted and imprisoned just because they 
have tried to defend their labour conditions, their jobs, their houses, their freedom of speech… 
ultimately, those social rights that have been miserably taken away from them. 

However, the powerful (the owners of the companies, the financiers, the bankers) and 
those who act as gunmen at their service (the politicians), who have been profiting from this 
corrupt and criminal system for years, go unpunished and laugh at the ordinary taxpayer as 
they deny any responsibility in the plundering of the public services. 

This 1st of May CGT calls for of those who are suffering this situation of social 
emergency, of exclusion, of precarity, and of police, judicial and economic repression, to go 
into the streets, together with the working class, to win back the social rights and liberties that 
belong to the collective. 

 

To see all the events visit http://rojoynegro.info/evento/acci%C3%B3n-
sindical/1%C2%BA-mayo-actos-convocatorias-0  or the website of each CGT Territorial 
Federation. 

 


